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ABSTRACT
Touchscreens translate touches of all kinds into 2D coordinates.
This limits the input vocabulary and constrains effective interaction
to touches by the fingertip. Previous tabletop research extended
the input vocabulary with a myriad of promising input techniques
using the shape of fingers and hands. However, these techniques
are not applicable to mobile devices due to differences in size, ergonomics, and technology. We conducted ideation sessions (N=17)
to explore novel input techniques and use cases for imprint-based
touch sensing on mobile devices. As a case study, we present FlexionTouch, a novel input technique that recognizes the finger flexion
on a touchscreen. Using the finger flexion as an additional input
dimension, FlexionTouch provides an always-available shortcut and
can be used for value inputs, document previews, and gestures. We
propose five example use cases for FlexionTouch input which we
evaluated in a second user study (N=20). While the low resolution
of the capacitive images leads to a less accurate input compared
to tabletops, participants still find the presented use cases helpful.
As our input technique is purely software-based, it can be readily
deployed to every mobile device with a capacitive touchscreen.

(a) Finger placed on the display

(b) Raw Data

Figure 1: Extending touch input using the shape of touches
in addition to 2D coordinates that commodity touchscreens
provide (see lime points). These images showcase FlexionTouch, an additional input method that maps the flexion of
a finger placed flatly on the display to a continuous value
(e.g. low flexion correspond to a low value and vice versa).
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1

INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Touchscreens enable intuitive interactions by combining input and
output in a single interface. By translating touches into 2D coordinates, users can directly touch elements of the user interface (UI)
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and interact with them similar to physical objects. Despite these
advantages, touch input is still inferior to traditional input devices
such as mouse and keyboard due to the limited input vocabulary.
While a traditional mouse provides two or more buttons to activate
different functions at the same 2D coordinate, the expressiveness
of a touch is limited to simple 2D coordinates. This limitation slows
down the interaction and with less options to provide shortcuts. Today’s touch input even contradicts Shneiderman’s golden rules [53].
To extend the touch input vocabulary, previous work presented
a wide range of approaches predominantly based on either 2D gestures [3, 25, 33, 35, 46, 47, 51, 52] additional sensors that need to be
integrated into the device [18, 20–22, 34, 41, 50, 58], or worn by the
user [13, 14, 36, 37, 55]. These extensions of touch input are either
limited or greatly reduce mobility and convenience since additional
sensors need to be integrated into the mobile device or worn by
the user. In contrast, research in the field of tabletops extensively
use images of touches (i.e., an image of the imprint of the finger or
hand on a touch-sensitive surface) to extend the input vocabulary
by using the whole contact area of fingers [2, 9, 19], hand [5, 8, 38],
and even beyond (e.g., forearm [26], arm location [1]). For example,
the hand’s contact shape was used for controlling menus and continuous values [38], while the hand posture was used to augment
touch input [19]. The concept of using the contact surface of the
finger imprint extends the input vocabulary in a natural way since
the whole finger and hand can be used to manipulate virtual objects.
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In this work, we will refer to this concept as imprint-based touch
sensing.
Input techniques that consider the contact surface require sensors which provide virtual imprints of touches. While tabletops
and other stationary devices are large enough to include cameras
(e.g., RGB [56, 61], infrared [16, 43, 57], depth [27, 40], and the Leap
Motion [6]) below or around the touch surface, these sensors are
impractical for mobile devices such as smartphones. Recently, researchers modified the firmware of commodity smartphones to
access the raw data of the mutual capacitive touchscreen which
represent low-resolution finger imprints. Previous work referred
to them as capacitive images [12, 23, 28, 29, 32, 39] and showed
that they contain sufficient signal to identify body parts [23], palm
touches [28], hand poses [42], finger knuckle [54], finger orientations [39, 59], and even different fingers [10, 32]. While these
contributions infer additional properties of touches based on machine learning, none of them used the actual size and shape of
contact surfaces to explore novel interaction methods for mobile
devices similar to the ones for tabletops. Most related are previous
work by Oakley et al. [45] who presented imprint-based gestures
on smartwatches, and Boring et al. [4] who used the contact size
for panning and zooming.
To benefit from imprint-based input methods presented for tabletops [7], we need to port them to mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. However, simply applying these input methods
to smartphones is not enough. Not only are smartphones smaller
and provide lower resolution of touches, users also prefer to use
the same hand for holding and interacting [24, 44] which leads to
limited finger movements. Moreover, common use cases for smartphones differ from the ones for tabletops (e.g., different use cases
and applications; thus, different challenges to solve) which also
requires an additional exploration of use cases and scenarios. Thus,
it is important to understand the users needs and wants to design
and adapt new input methods.
In this paper, we present the results of three ideation sessions
(N=17) about novel input techniques based on imprint-based touch
sensing on mobile devices as a first step. In particular, we focus on
input techniques which potential users envision and their benefit
in common mobile use cases and scenarios. One outcome of the
ideation sessions are use cases and concepts of novel imprint-based
input techniques. As a second step, we implemented one of the
proposed input technique as a case study which we refer to as
FlexionTouch. Our input technique determines the flexion of a finger
placed on the display based on the touch imprint and uses the flexion
as an additional input dimension. This enables a wide range of use
cases including the use as a shortcut, an always-available slider
(e.g., for screen brightness and device volume), and as a preview
method for various media. The contribution of this paper is thus
two-fold: (1) results of ideation sessions on novel imprint-based
input techniques for mobile devices using the contact shape and
area; and (2) the technical details, implementation, and evaluation
of FlexionTouch.

2

STUDY 1: IDEATION SESSIONS

Previous work on imprint-based input techniques predominantly focused on tabletops. However, they never entered the mobile device
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domain. To close this gap we conducted ideation sessions following the practitioner’s guide by Gvero et al. [15]. The goal was to
explore the advantages and disadvantages of imprint-based input
techniques on mobile devices. Additionally, we wanted to explore
possible use cases for imprint-based input.

2.1

Participants

To involve technically proficient users with knowledge about current input techniques on mobile devices, we recruited 17 participants (13 male and 4 female) between the ages of 20 and 30 (M
= 24.9, SD = 3.1) through mailing lists and word of mouth. Participants work and/or study at a university in central Europe (12)
or North America (5) and have a technical or design background.
All participants are reportedly users of recent smartphones and
consider themselves as experienced users. Participants were split
into three sessions (with 7, 5, and 5 participants) which took part
separately. We reimbursed them with 10 EUR for their participation.

2.2

Procedure

After obtaining informed consent and gathering demographic information, we briefed participants on the process of the ideation
session and introduced them to the background of mobile touch
interaction. The ideation session comprises four questions which
were introduced and explained by the moderator. The questions
were ordered in a top-down scheme; starting with abstract topics
and concluding with concrete questions. All questions were answered by individual participants first (3 min), then discussed in
pairs (3 min), and eventually discussed within the whole group
under the lead of the moderator (4 min). Participants noted their
answers onto sticky notes, attached them to a board, and clustered
them after each question.
As the first question, we asked participants to (Q1) think about
input methods beyond touch input with 2D coordinates. The moderator explained the limitation of recent touch input to 2D coordinates
and the implications (i.e. limited input vocabulary, lack of shortcuts,
and reachability problems). After collecting a broad range of input
methods beyond 2D touch, we asked participants to (Q2) think
about input methods that use the contact shape and size of whole
fingers. To give them a concrete vision on the use of a whole finger,
we showcased the capacitive images captured on an LG Nexus 5
and passed the device around. Afterward, we asked them about
(Q3) potential use cases for the input methods that were collected
previously. Finally, we discussed with participants (Q4) how such
input methods would help them in daily use and whether they would
personally use it. Each session took 30 minutes.

2.3

Ideation Session Results

We transcribed the hand-written answers, separated multiple answers written onto a single sticky notes, and printed them as paper
cards. Three researchers then employed a simplified version of
qualitative coding with affinity diagramming [17] by discussing
and clustering all answers thematically. We present the thematic
clusters in the following.
2.3.1 Q1: Input Methods beyond 2D Coordinates. Beyond the concept of translating touches to 2D coordinates (including dwell times
and gestures), participants envisioned the recognition of hand grips
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to augment touch input. This could be done by extending touch sensing beyond the touchscreen (i.e. to the device surface [29, 31]) and
even with the built-in accelerometer [11]. Moreover, participants
thought about differentiating inputs by fingertips and the whole
finger (e.g., scrolling vertically with the whole finger for switching
between apps). Besides touch input, participants also suggested the
use of external sensors such as voice input, physiological sensing
(e.g. heartbeat sensor), additional cameras for mid-air gestures, as
well as external mice and keyboards.
2.3.2 Q2: Input Methods based on Contact Shape and Size. We
asked participants about input methods that use the finger’s contact
shape and size. All participants mentioned swipe gestures using a
flat finger (i.e. placing the full finger horizontally on the display and
swiping up/down) as the most obvious input method. Extending
this idea, they also suggested to swipe with two flat fingers (e.g.
thumb of both hands) and using the distance between them to
enter a continuous value. Beyond swiping, they also envisioned
finger rolling; means placing the full finger on the display and
rotating it along the longitudinal axis. This is similar to previous
work by Roudaut et al. [52] who did that for the thumb tip. Since
the size of the contact area could act as a proxy for the finger’s
pitch angle (i.e. the angle between finger and horizontal touch
surface) when touching the display with the fingertip, participants
suggested a binary input modality which differentiates between
finger touches perpendicular and nearly parallel to the display.
Similarly, the contact area could also represent the pressure of a
touch based on the deformation of the fingertip skin (similar to The
Fat Thumb [4]).
While initially suggested by the minority of participants, the idea
of using the finger flexion (“bentness” as mentioned by participants)
quickly became one of the most discussed ideas within the group
discussion of all sessions. Thereby, participants quickly realized
that the flexion angle could be used to enter binary, nominal, as
well as continuous values (0 for stretched finger, 100 for fully flexed
finger).
2.3.3 Q3: Use Cases. While participants collected use cases for all
input methods gathered in the previous part, we focus on full finger
swipes and the finger flexion as these are the most discussed and
promising input methods. Swiping up/down with the whole finger
was envisioned as a shortcut to switch between applications while
swiping to the right could close them (c.f. swiping the application
away). Similarly, swipe up/down movement was envisioned as a
metaphorical gesture to switch between layers in the application
(c.f. peeling off the layers). Moreover, they discussed the full finger
as a way to select text by wiping over the desired lines.
A use case for text selection was also proposed for the finger
flexion. Instead of selecting both starting and end point of the selection (leading to occlusion during selection), the finger flexion
could be used to change the selection length (starting from an initial point) to avoid occlusion using indirect input. Participants also
suggested continuous changes of the finger flexion to enter values.
However, instead of replacing direct touch (which was reportedly
perceived as the most intuitive and fast method) for value input,
finger flexion was envisioned as a shortcut to enter values. Remembering certain finger flexion levels and directly placing them on the
display could be used to enter values instantly instead of changing
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slider, knobs, or entering values using a virtual keyboard. Moreover, this represents an always-available method to enter values for
functions such as changing the device volume or screen brightness.
Participants also thought about using finger flexion for games; such
as directly chopping a fruit in Fruit Ninja instead of performing a
swipe gesture.

2.3.4 Q4: Benefits of elicited input methods. When asked for benefits in daily use, participants were unanimous about the use as a
shortcut. A wide range of frequently used functions was mentioned
that are currently inconvenient to access since multiple touches are
required (e.g., application switching, changing display brightness,
launching applications). However, participants were also unanimous about direct touch being the most intuitive and easiest way
to enter values. Thus, participants agreed that the proposed input
methods should be an addition to direct touch but not replace it.

2.4

Discussion

The results of the ideation sessions include a number of promising
input methods that extend the currently limited touch input vocabulary: (1) performing swipe gestures with a flat finger, (2) recognizing
finger rolling, (3) using the size of the fingertip contact area, and (4)
mapping the flexion of a finger to a discrete value. Differentiating
between touches of a fingertip and a flat finger (e.g., to determine
the finger flexion) could already be used as a shortcut (e.g., using
an area threshold or machine learning). While participants were
unanimous about the input method’s usefulness as a shortcut, they
argued that it should be used as an extension instead of a direct
touch replacement. This is due to the superior intuitiveness of direct
touch.
The four input methods described above (as well as a number of
further suggestions) could be readily implemented even with the
low-resolution touch images of smartphones. While input methods
based on the concept of imprint-based touch sensing could extend
the input vocabulary without interfering with common touch input
that uses the fingertip, there is no previous work that investigated
such input methods on smartphones. This is surprising as capacitive
images are available on nearly all mass-market smartphones with
a mutual capacitive touchscreen so that such input methods could
be readily deployed via software updates.
That capacitive images are currently not widely used for novel
input techniques could be due to two reasons: First, capacitive images are not commonly exposed to the application layer so that
a modified system kernel is currently required. However, SDKs
of common mobile operating systems (e.g., Android, iOS) already
provide the radius and the estimated pressure of a touch which is a
first step towards using area and shape of touches. Moreover, such
a modified kernel could be easily distributed via over-the-air updates. Second, capacitive touchscreens only provide low-resolution
images of touches (e.g., 15×27 on an LG Nexus 5) which makes it difficult to implement precise interactions. However, touch controllers
show that touches can be condensed to precise and jitterless touch
coordinates. Moreover, devices based on Microsoft’s PixelSense
technology provide high-resolution touch images (e.g., 540 × 960 px
on the Microsoft PixelSense 2) based on IR sensing integrated into
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the LCD layer. As this technology does not require additional cameras, it could be used on mobile devices. Tablet-PCs such as the
Microsoft Surface Pro 4 already have the PixelSense technology.
With imprint-based touch sensing becoming increasingly accessible on mobile devices, we believe that input methods based on
full hands and fingers provide exciting opportunities to improve
the interaction with future mobile devices. Unfortunately, research
results from previous tabletop research cannot be simply applied to
mobile devices. Compared to stationary touchscreen devices such
as tabletops, smartphones and tablets have a smaller display. Additional challenges emerge since users commonly use the same hand
for holding and interacting with the device [24, 44] which limits
feasible finger movements [30]. Moreover, the use cases for such
input methods might differ between tabletops and mobile devices
since different applications are used (e.g., more applications that
are used while on the move). Thus, an important basis to inform
the design such input methods is to understand how users want
to use them, for which use cases, and how they perform the finger
movements.

3

SHOW CASE: FLEXIONTOUCH – A NOVEL
INPUT METHOD

To show that capacitive images can indeed be used for imprintbased input techniques that rely on the size and shape of contact
surfaces, we developed an input method as a case study. For the
case study, we implemented an input method based on the finger
flexion which was designed in the ideation sessions. We refer to this
input method as FlexionTouch which extends touch input by using
the flexion of a finger placed on the display to enter continuous
values. Touches of a full finger can be differentiated from fingertip
touches by either using simple area thresholds or machine learning
approaches similar to previous work [28, 54]. In the following, we
present the concept, technical details, and implementation.
FlexionTouch maps the degree of finger flexion to continuous
integer values; examples are shown in Figure 2. A low value can
be produced with a stretched finger on the display while a flexed
finger produces a high value. In all our examples, the lowest value
is 0 and the highest is 100. Changing the finger flexion while in
contact with the display changes the value continuously.

3.1

Use Cases

Bases on our initial ideation sessions, we present use cases which are
tailored to fit our show case of using FlexionTouch as an additional
imprint-based input for mobile devices.
3.1.1 Entering Values with a Single Touch. In contrast to established
mechanisms for entering continuous values (e.g., sliders, keyboard,
etc.) that require multiple gestures/taps (e.g., dragging to desired
value, typing multiple digits), placing a finger in a certain angle
on the display immediately results in a value. We envision that
experienced users can memorize the finger flexion for particular
values in their muscle memory and thus enter values with a single
touch.
3.1.2 Always-Available Value Input. Frequently used functions (e.g.,
changing screen brightness) requires opening a menu. FlexionTouch
enables users to enter a value within any application without the
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(a) Low Flexion

(b) High Flexion

Figure 2: A straight finger (low flexion) produces a low value,
and a flexed (high flexion) finger is mapped to a high value.

need of a dedicated UI element. The screen brightness could be
adjusted in any state with the finger flexion.
3.1.3 Flexion Gestures. Since a fingertip produces a noticeably
smaller contact area than a full finger, the recognition thereof could
also be used as a binary gesture, similar to previous work that
identified different input sources [23, 28]. Moreover, changes in
flexion values could also be used to provide one-dimensional gestures. For example, a finger-stretching gesture could be mapped to
closing an application (metaphorically flicking the app away) while
a finger-flexion gesture could be mapped to save a file (metaphorically wiping the file closer to the user).
3.1.4 Document Preview. The continuous change of the input value
based on the change of the flexion angle could also be used to skim
through documents. For example, the range from stretched to flexed
could be mapped to all pages of a document. Thereby, users can
then slowly stretch the finger to get a fast preview of the document.
This concept could also be applied to other media, such as videos,
image galleries, pre-listen to songs, or games.
3.1.5 Porous Interfaces. Gupta et al. [13] presented Porous User Interfaces, which is a concept that overlays two applications. Thereby,
one finger interacts with the application in the foreground while the
other interacts with the background application. Similarly, touches
with the fingertip can be used to interact with the “main layer” of
an application while FlexionTouch could be used to set values in a
“secondary layer”. With this, both layers can be overlapped visually
while users can interact with both.

3.2

Mobile Implementation

We used an LG Nexus 5 with a modified kernel to access the 15 × 27
8-bit raw capacitive image of the Synaptics ClearPad 3350 touch
sensor at 20 fps as described in previous work [29, 31, 59]. An exemple of the raw data is shown in Figure 1b, where each image pixel
corresponds to a 4.1 mm × 4.1 mm square on the 4.95 ′′ touchscreen.
The pixel values represent the differences in electrical capacitance
(in pF ) between the baseline measurement and the current measurement. The processing pipeline to translate a capacitive image
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to a continuous value is shown in Figure 3. All processing steps
were implemented in C based on OpenCV and compiled with the
Android NDK to reduce the runtime. Converting a capacitive image
to a continuous value takes 1.16 ms on average (SD = 1.08 ms, min
= 0.08 ms, max = 8.65 ms).
(1) Noise Removal and Upscaling: We removed noise in the capacitive image (due to electromagnetic interference with,
e.g., the LCD) using a 2D filter with a 5 × 5 kernel. We then
upscaled the capacitive image with a factor of 7 which we
empirically determined to provide the best trade-off between
computational time and accuracy, see Figure 3b.
(2) Image Thinning: We then used the Zhang-Suen thinning
algorithm [60] on a thresholded version of the capacitive
image to convert it to a skeleton representing the finger
curvature, see Figures 3c and 3d.
(3) Circle Fitting and Value Mapping: Based on the thinned capacitive image, we fitted a circle using the Pratt method [49]
which stays robust even if data points are observed only
within a small arc. We then use the radius of the circle to
describe the finger flexion, mapped to a range between 0 and
100. While straight fingers produce larger radii, they also
lead to noticeable jitter for little movements. Thus, we used
a maximum radius threshold to avoid jitter. While we experimented with different mapping functions, we found that a
linear mapping function worked best. We experimented with
different conversion approaches (e.g., fitting a B-spline and
calculating the average angles between their anchors, fitting
quadratic curves with a rotation parameter) and empirically
found that the circle fitting approach worked best with the
lowest jitter, see Figure 3e.

4

STUDY 2: EVALUATING FLEXIONTOUCH

We conducted a user study to evaluate FlexionTouch. While we
compare FlexionTouch with direct touch to collect quantitative measures, we focused on the qualitative feedback by potential users on
the perceived usefulness of FlexionTouch.

4.1

Participants

We recruited 20 participants (18 male and 2 female) between the
ages of 20 and 31 (M = 23.6, SD = 3.0). All participants were righthanded. The average hand size was measured from the wrist crease
to the middle fingertip and ranged from 16.0 cm to 25.0 cm (M =
19.6 cm, SD = 2.1 cm). Our collected data comprise samples from the
5th and 95th percentile of the anthropometric data reported in prior
work [48]. Thus, the sample can be considered as representative.

4.2

Study Procedure and Design

After obtaining informed consent, we briefed participants about
the input method, gathered demographic information, and handed
them an instruction sheet which explained all tasks. Participants
were then instructed to practice FlexionTouch for entering continuous values on a slider, see Figure 4a. After the initial practice in
which we ensured that participants were familiar with FlexionTouch,
we demonstrated the technique and asked them to test multiple use
cases; including performing flexion and stretch gestures to copy
and paste text (see Figure 4b), performing flexion-gestures (see
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Figure 4c), and entering values in one step by placing the already
flexed finger on the display. When everything was understood by
the participants, they solved 1D target selection tasks in which they
set the horizontal position of the slider knob to the displayed target.
Participants saw continuous feedback as the slider knob moved with
their input. Finally, we interviewed participants on their impressions about FlexionTouch, advantages and disadvantages, further
potential use cases, and whether they would use FlexionTouch on
their own device.
We used a 2 × 2 within-subjects design for the 1D target selection
task with hands (one-handed vs. two-handed) and input method
(Direct Touch vs. FlexionTouch) as independent variables. Each
task consists of a seek bar at a random vertical position for which
participants are instructed to move the knob as precise and as
fast as possible to the red target. Thereby, we compared values
entered using FlexionTouch with a direct touch slider as commonly
implemented on mobile user interfaces. Our dependent variables
are the task completion time (begin: task shown; end: correct value
entered) and the accuracy (i.e. value offsets). We randomized the
order of the four conditions using a Latin square to avoid sequence
effects. The study took around 30 minutes with optional breaks.
Additionally, participants were free in how they use and hold the
phone.

4.3

Apparatus

We used the LG Nexus 5 and the implementation as described above.
We integrated FlexionTouch into a custom application for the study
tasks, see Figure 4. Interviews were recorded with a handy recorder.

5

RESULTS

We present the quantitative and qualitative feedback based on our
evaluation study in which we asked participants to use FlexionTouch
– a show case of imprint-based input techniques to enrich input
for mobile devices.

5.1

Task Completion Time

We conducted a two-way repeated measures analysis of variance
(RM-ANOVA) to determine whether hands and input method
significantly influenced the task completion time (TCT). Our analysis revealed statistically significant main effects for hands on TCT
(F 1,19 = 12.890, p = .021). However, no statistically significant
main effects for input method (F 1,19 = 0.332, p = .571) and no
two-way interaction effect between hands and input method
(F 1,19 = 0.239, p = .630). On average, participants needed 3.0 s (SD
= 1.9 s) with Direct Touch and 3.1 s (SD = 2.3 s) using FlexionTouch.
For the one-handed condition, Direct Touch took 3.2 s (SD = 2.2 s)
and FlexionTouch took 3.4 s (SD = 2.7 s) while for the two-handed
condition, Direct Touch took 2.8 s (SD = 1.6 s) and FlexionTouch
took 2.8 s (SD = 1.8 s) on average.

5.2

Accuracy

We conducted a two-way RM-ANOVA to determine whether hands
and input method significantly influenced the input accuracy. Our
analysis revealed statistically significant main effects for hands
on accuracy (F 1,19 = 6.398, p < .002) and a statistically significant
main effects for input method (F 1,19 = 220.159, p < .001). Our
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Figure 3: Pipeline for translating the capacitive image of a flatly placed finger to a value which describes the flexion of the
finger. Figure (a) shows the original capacitive image, Figure (b) shows the filtered and 7× upscaled version of of the capacitive image, Figure (c) shows a thresholded version which is then thinned in Figure (d). Figure (e) fits a circle using the Pratt
method [49] to map the circle radius to a flexion value as described in Figure 2.
analysis revealed a two-way interaction effect between hands and
input method (F 1,19 = 4.959, p = .039). On a slider with values
between 0 and 100, on average, the error was 1.3 (SD = 3.5) in the
Direct Touch condition and 13.0 (SD = 15.8) using FlexionTouch.

5.3

Qualitative Feedback

Two researchers employed a simplified version of qualitative coding with affinity diagramming [28] on the transcribed interviews
by coding the answers, printing them on paper cards, and finally
clustering the answers.

5.3.1 First Impression. We asked participants for their first impressions after using FlexionTouch during the study. In general,
participants perceived FlexionTouch as a helpful (e.g., “I found that
it could be very helpful” - P5) and convenient (P2, P5, P9, P12, P17)
input method especially for shortcuts. However, they also emphasized that it should not replace direct touch but rather used as an
additional input method for shortcuts (“If I want to move something
on the display, then I think that it is easier to directly touch it, but if I
want to use an additional function then [the] input method is really
convenient” - P2). As expected, using the whole finger for input is
unfamiliar so that participants expect more time to get familiar and
faster with it (“At the beginning, it was unfamiliar and difficult, but
with some practice it gets much better” - P10; “I really liked the idea
but I found it frustrating in the beginning until I managed to do what
I wanted.” - P18). This is especially the case for the one-handed
use of FlexionTouch (“With one hand, it is more difficult than with
two hands” - P9); however, some participants also had the opposite
opinion that it gets more inconvenient with two hands since both
are required (“It is a bit unhandy with two hands, but with one hand it
is okay” - P14). Three participants found that it is generally difficult
in terms of ergonomics even with practice (P2, P3, P4).

5.3.2 Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages. In total, we identified 15 comments representing advantages and 14 comments indicating disadvantages. The perceived advantages can be clustered
into three categories: the usefulness for shortcuts (9), being faster
than direct touch (4), and better reachability with FlexionTouch
than Direct Touch when the seek bar is close to the top edge (3).
Participants appreciated the use of FlexionTouch as a shortcut for
copying and pasting (“It offers an additional possibility to activate
functions without needing to press buttons” - P2) and for functions
that are difficult to reach in nested menus (“the input method could
be faster when used to activate functions that are only reachable
within submenus otherwise” - P7). Four comments mentioned that
FlexionTouch was perceived as fast although not as accurate (“It was
not as accurate [as direct touch] but as a trade-off really fast to enter
values.“ - P8). Moreover, participants found that FlexionTouch could
help to improve the reachability (“if I use the phone with one hand,
I use my thumb which is not so long to reach the upper left corner
on large phones. In this case, the new input method is better than the
normal one” - P5).
The perceived disadvantages include the input accuracy (7). Thus,
participants see benefits of FlexionTouch only for lowest and highest
values (3). Further, a second hand is needed due to the grip instability (4). The accuracy is mostly the result of the high sensibility
to movements (“input was difficult since the value jumped even at
slight changes of the flexion” - P12) and jitter when trying to be
precise (“the more I want to be precise, the more difficult it gets” - P2)
which are both results of the low resolution of capacitive images.
Thus, these participants argue that FlexionTouch is only beneficial
for the lowest and highest value since a finger could be placed
fully stretched and bent without re-adjustments (“I think the input
method is only beneficial for the edge values” - P13). Besides the
technical limitations, some participants could not find a stable grip
when using FlexionTouch one-handedly (“it is nearly impossible to
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(c)

Figure 4: Screenshots of the study application: (a) 1D target
selection task for both FlexionTouch and Direct Touch, (b)
demo for pasting text using a finger-flexion gesture, and (c)
abstract demo for practising finger-flexion gestures.
set the values one-handedly since I have to focus on not dropping the
smartphone” - P3).
When asked what they would improve, participants suggested to
reduce the amount of values to reduce jitter (4 comments), improve
the input accuracy (7 comments), and extend with pre-touch sensing
(“[...] that my finger should also be detected above the display so
that I do not have to fully place the finger” - P4). In contrast, two
participants (P2, P13) simply argued that with more practice time,
they would be able to achieve a better performance.
5.3.3 How and whether participants would use FlexionTouch. We
identified six clusters indicating the use case or scenario for which
participants would use FlexionTouch. The largest clusters comprise
the use as shortcuts (13 comments), whereas six envision general
shortcuts (e.g., “using it for shortcuts of which there are a lot on computers but we do not know on smartphones” - P3; “system-wide that
are always available” - P19; “could be something like a right-click on
computers” - P14), and seven on shortcuts for text editing (“I like
the paste example and could imagine more of them for text copying” P11). Moreover, four comments suggested using FlexionTouch for
scrolling through a text document or video (“for scrolling or to fastforward when watching a movie” - P16). Similarly, four comments
suggested to use the input method for previewing documents or
videos (“to skim through documents with the input method instead
of pressing a button” - P15). Three comments envisioned the input method to improve text selection (“to select text like.. you’re
somewhere in the text and if you go one way or another you can
select more or less text” - P20). When asked whether they would use
FlexionTouch on their own mobile device, five participants would
reportedly use it, ten would use it if the respective use cases are
useful (“If I can see a benefit in it, then for sure. It really depends on
for what it is used” - P10), and five would rather not use it.
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DISCUSSION

Inspired by previous tabletop research which presented input methods based on the concept of imprint-based touch sensing, we investigated imprint-based input methods for mobile touchscreen devices.

Since research efforts on input methods for tabletops cannot be
unconditionally applied for smartphones, we conducted two studies
in which we first identify potential candidates for imprint-based
input methods and a wide range of use cases which support these
new inputs. In a second step, we then implemented FlexionTouch as
a case study to investigate how potential users perform the input,
and to gather their first impressions, perceived advantages and
disadvantages, and for what they envision to use it.
As a result of the ideation sessions, we identified a wide range of
imprint-based input methods that are worth to investigate in future
work. Participants envisioned use cases for such input methods
that all address shortcomings of current touch input on mobile
devices (direct touch with fingertips). Amongst others, this includes
providing shortcuts as the recent touch input vocabulary is limited,
and techniques to address the fat-finger problem through additional
text selection techniques. Despite all the benefits, the interviews
also revealed that input methods based on imprint-based touch
sensing should extend recent touch input instead of replacing it.
Direct touch is already intuitive while input techniques based on
contact areas are focusing on indirect manipulation since the area
is too large for precise target selection (e.g., mapping flexion to a
value instead of directly setting it). An evaluation of FlexionTouch
confirmed this observation. We could not find a statistically significant difference in task completion time between Direct Touch and
FlexionTouch, but showed that the latter has a low input accuracy.
Despite these shortcomings, the post-study interview showed that
participants still find FlexionTouch helpful and convenient. While
the accuracy of FlexionTouch is lower than the accuracy of direct
touch, our participants were still able to perform the expected input after being trained. Among others, this allows expert users to
enter continuous values with just a single touch. This is a first step
in bringing imprint-based input techniques to mobile devises e.g
smartphones. Our participants envisioned a wide range of scenarios
and use cases for which they would use new imprint-based input
method for.
In summary, the two presented studies revealed that input methods based on the contact area and shape are useful additions to the
limited touch input vocabulary. While we used a commodity smartphone with low-resolution capacitive images that lead to a lower
input accuracy (instead of a high-resolution camera-based prototype which does not correspond to a typical mobile device), users
stated that the additional input method is helpful and convenient
especially for shortcuts and media preview. Future work should
explore using different touch sensing technologies (e.g., IR sensing
integrated into the LCD similar to the PixelSense technology) to
retrieve touch images with a higher resolution. The accuracy and
precision of imprint-based input methods can be further improved
by applying filters and machine learning techniques. Further, more
research is required to understand how to design imprint-based
input methods on mobile devices before these can reach the massmarket. With this paper, we contributed the idea and an initial
understanding of imprint-based input methods that could naturally
extend the touch input vocabulary. We hope that this can be a
first step towards extending touch input similar to the promising
approaches presented in tabletop research.
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SOURCE CODE

We provide the implementation of FlexionTouch which can be readily deployed on Android devices. These will enable the community
to improve and build upon our use case. We hope that the provided prototype can serve as a baseline for further imprint-based
input techniques: https://github.com/interactionlab/finger-flexioninteraction.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated input methods based on the contact
area and shape of touches which we referred to as imprint-based
touch sensing. This concept is motivated by successful research in
the tabletop domain which presented a wide range of input techniques that leverages the shape of touches. However, this research
can not be directly ported to touch-based mobile devices. Therefore, we conducted an ideation session (N=17) to elicit potential
imprint-based input methods and their use cases. As a case study,
we implemented FlexionTouch, an additional input modality that
maps the flexion of a flatly placed finger to a continuous value. We
evaluated this input method in a subsequent user study (N=20) and
found that despite the lower accuracy compared to direct touch
(due to capacitive sensing on commodity smartphones), users still
find FlexionTouch helpful and convenient. We identified that input
methods based on imprint-based touch sensing are especially beneficial to address current touch input limitations, such as the lack of
shortcuts and the fat-finger problem. By releasing the source code
of our implementation, we provide the basis for future work to
extend our work by investigating the ergonomics of finger flexion
on mobile devices, and how the touch input vocabulary can be
naturally extended.
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